FASTCOM Technology SA presents the **SMACS product line** for high-performance and flexible anti-tailgating

at

**SICHERHEIT 2015, stand 149**, 10\(^{th}\) to 13\(^{th}\) November 2015

- **SMACS product line** are integrated solutions for high-performance and flexible anti-tailgating.

- Typical applications are data centers, secure production zones, command & control rooms, research & development laboratories, airports and elevators giving access to secure floors.

- SMACS can be easily interfaced with any access control solution.

- Worldwide customer references.

**ZÜRICH, SICHERHEIT 2015, Stand 149, 10\(^{th}\) to 13\(^{th}\) November 2015**

FASTCOM Technology SA, a leading company in intelligent anti-tailgating solutions, presents its SMACS product line at SICHERHEIT 2015 (Messe Zürich, stand 5.149). For more than 15 years, **SMACS solutions** have been preventing tailgating and piggybacking in numerous domains worldwide. Typical markets are data centers, finance, secure production zones and airports. Every day, leading companies are using SMACS for their security.

The SMACS product line is a complete portfolio of solutions which are characterized by their high-performance and their flexibility. They ensure security against tailgating while enabling security processes that are aligned to the business processes of the customer. Such flexibility includes vacuity check, asymmetrical entry processes, secure management of material in parallel to anti-tailgating, access control for handicapped persons and implementation of “4 eyes” principle.

The SMACS can be implemented in existing infrastructure without major construction work. Any room may be transformed into a high-security airlock. The SMACS can be easily interfaced with any access control solution and are able to perform the door management.

“With SMACS solutions, we answer the needs for anti-tailgating security that our customers need, while allowing them to implement efficient security processes that are aligned with their business processes”

*Dr. Fabrice Moscheni, Managing Director, FASTCOM Technology SA*

**About FASTCOM**

FASTCOM is a leading company in providing solutions against tailgating. Based in Switzerland, FASTCOM is an independent company which is active worldwide for more than 15 years. For more information, please visit [www.fastcom-technology.com](http://www.fastcom-technology.com).
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